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Are you an Angel? When Josephine threw herself into the river Annis she thought it was the end of

her worldly troubles. Was she right or have they only just started? Find out in this sweet and clean

Regency romance for FREE on KU. Ruined by a Duke and thrown from her home Josephine knows

she has nowhere to go and nothing left to live for. When she wakes on the bank of the river she is

about to start on a new life and a new adventure but where will it all lead?Austin Dalloway The Earl

of Pennington is quite unable to settle back into society following his years at war. A face chases

him through his dreams, one that he cannot see, one that he does not dare. When he finds a body

on the river bank he fears the worst only she is alive.Now he knows he must help her and so he

sneaks her back to his home but how long can he hide her and what must happen next?Josephine

is afraid of her parents and of the wrath that they will bring down on her for the shame she has

caused. Only it was no fault of her own. Pushed by her father towards an immoral man who took

advantage she now believes her life is over. Austin will not hear of it and sneaks her away to a quiet

town while he tries to decide what he must do.As the days turn to weeks Josephine falls for the

damaged Earl and wishes to help him but what can she do? Soon he must leave her to her own

devices and she fears it will be the poorhouse for her and her unborn child.When the dastardly duke

turns up in her life will he claim her as his own or can she find a way to true happiness? Find out in

The Earl and Mrs. Dalloway a sweet and wholesome regency romance FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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Good read.

Another very fine book by Charlotte Darcy. I am so glad that everything worked out for Austin. Glad

that he was finally able to love Josephine. They both helped each other thru a very trying time. I'm

glad Josephine did not succeed in drowning herself. Her parents were truly abhoribblle! I highly

recommend this book!

Josephine, daughter to a newly-rich dad, was raped by a duke and finds herself with child. Nowhere

to go she tries to drown herself, but is washed ashore and found by Austin, Earl of Pennington. He

suffers from PTSD (although there was no name for it during the Regency), but helping Josephine

makes him feel better.Finding a way to help her though, is not easy, as she clearly is pregnant and

unmarried. And that would warrant a scandal at any time in High Society. Finally he comes up with

the perfect solution.

This is a sweet, affecting story with a plot as simple as can be: just two people, thrown together,

who slowly heal and complete one another. Never a misstep in mood or psychology by the author,

although she perhaps ends the story a little too quickly for my taste. A charming tale.

This is a cute little love story born from heartbreak. Two hearts that needed mending, so they

healed each other.

I love it! This story is so decent and clean! The characters are believable. An unusual love story. A

great read!

I always look for a longer book . This one gave me a long 1day read with many interruptions that

had me putting down and picking it up again. A fun romp but a situation that would never have



happened.

Great story. "In truth" is used too frequent and is distracting but the plot and characters are likeable.
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